IMLCA
Pet Registration Form
Lot #:__________________
Resident’s Name: _________________________________________________
Resident’s Address: _______________________________________________
Alternate Address: ________________________________________________
Resident’s Telephone #:___________________________________________
Pet Information
Breed/Type: ________________________________________________
Size/Weight: ________________________________________________
Age: ______________ Sex: _____________ Color: _________________
Special Marking: ____________________________________________
County /License Number: __________________________________________
Veterinarian’s Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________
Telephone: _________________________________________________
Inoculations:

1.________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________

Alternate Contact in case of Emergency:
Name: __________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________________________________________

IMLCA

Pet Registration
Fill out the registration form completely and provide a current picture of your pet.
This form is to provide information to Security to help return your pet to you in case it
becomes lost. Loose and lost pets are a problem in all private communities. Even responsible
pet owners can be separated from their pets. It is necessary to follow all rules for pets as
listed in the IMLCA rules and regulations. If you’re pet should happen to get loose and away
from your control please notify security immediately. Give a description and breed for your
pet and a number you or a caregiver can be contacted at should the pet be recovered. You
should then go try to recover your pet.
Accidents happen, dogs get loose, chase deer etc. However it is not the responsibility of IML
Security to recover your pet. They will, while conducting patrols of the community, be on the
lookout for your pet. Should they locate or recover your pet they will notify you where the
animal is or can be recovered.
In the event that you cannot be contacted the animal will be turned over to the local Dog
Warden for the county it was recovered in.
Keep in mind that we understand pets get loose at times. You are responsible for your pet at
all times. If you report the animal as missing and make every attempt you can to recover the
animal then you would not just be blindly given a citation. Many things are taken into
consideration when dealing with loose/lost pets. Foremost how they became loose and the
frequency in which it occurs.
Multiple violations, neglect, or failure to attempt to recover your pet will be viewed as a
violation. Letting your pet out and allowing it to freely roam the community will be viewed as a
violation.
All rules on pets can be found in the IMLCA rules and regulations. Article X page 17.
Security 1-800-587-1980
Gate 1- (570)646-6151
Gate 5- (570)722-3406
Carbon County Dog Warden- (570)325-4828
Monroe County Dog Warden- (570)629-4828
S.P.C.A. (215)518-6713
Department of Agriculture
Dog Law Enforcement (570)836-2181

